


Working for a government agency in the Democratic Republic of the Congo, specifically in the ‘Great
Ape’ division – my department oversees the various animals falling in this category. My own duties
are with the various troops of Bonobo’s we look after – needless to say with a species so lovable, so
sexually exciting at all times, my own personal arousal never lacks excitement.

My specific department has 6 females dividing up the three troops – recently we had a shock when
one of my closest friends announced she was pregnant, then insisted she had not had any interaction
with any human males, only a few of the large Bonobo males in her area.

The company’s policy is vague on interacting sexually with the animals, since these guys live to have
sex of any and all kinds, male to female, female to female, male to male and occasionally teaming up
to have a group orgy – that can carry on for hours – in some cases days.

But the fact Irene was claiming the father had to be one of the big males, had the government
officials concerned so much so, they immediately moved her to a private hospital for observation and
care. That was the official line, those of us in the field knew something like this could rock the
scientific world, since it was not supposed to be possible.

That was the first  shake up taking place – Irene had worked in the northern region with her
companion Chelsey – Jessica and I worked in the southern area with two additional ladies covering
the central area – the department was in the process of interviewing potential candidates to replace
Irene when Chelsey didn’t report in on the weekly call in we all are required to complete.

A search of the area was conducted – but no Chelsey – going back to talk more with Irene additional
information was discovered. One this group of females had discovered a plant that contained a root,
when soaked in any liquid, started to give off a new type of drug, one that plunged both her and
Chelsey into a sexually erotic haze, not only being ready to be fucked, but actually begging the
males to do so. Secondly once the drug was introduced, the two of them became submissive slaves
for the whole troop to enjoy and play with. That was when her conclusion scared the division to
death, “I doubt Chelsey is lost, but instead kidnapped, they all seemed to sense both of us were
pregnant due to this new root – when you took me away, it makes sense they’d protect her by
kidnapping and hiding her from any of you”

It seemed Irene knew a lot more, she hinted the males somehow had become much larger, but she
didn’t give specifics – also there had been some local females from the village who had been helping
– but again she stopped talking, especially when she realized she had also been kidnapped and there
was no way in hell she’d ever be able to keep her baby.

Susan, who is our direct supervisor, flew in to meet with Jess and me as well as the two ladies
covering the central region. The main reason for the meeting, first to make sure we had not noticed
strange behavior from our animals and second to discuss how to find Chelsey – then she gave the
real reason, “If she gives birth to a half human half bonobo and the world finds out about it – all
programs would be in danger of surviving”

That was when she asked for volunteers to go to this area, see what we could observe – adding to
that – a tracker placed under the skin would keep us safe incase we were kidnapped and put us on
birth control until we found the missing colleague. Jess and I were the most experienced as well as
being concerned about both girls, we volunteered to go north and see what was happening.

Jess and I talked about what we may be facing on our way, neither of us have been pure, daily we
enjoy sexual encounters with the females in our troop – I’ve always kept my shorts on when I’m with
one of the males, but the number of blowjobs I’ve given, the amount of monkey cum I’ve swallowed



has become part of a weekly diet I look forward to.

Adding to the sexual haze we were both enjoying, Jess and I had become passionate lovers – so
sexually aroused when we got home each night, occasionally we’d just go to bed, but most nights
we’d fuck each others brains out before we called it a day.

Driving around the area in our side by side, the back loaded with our gear – we noticed something
was different about this group than we’d ever seen before. The females all looked hungry while they
watched us driving by – the males had a smug look on their faces – you’d think they knew in time
we’d be on our knees while they pounded between our legs.

Stopping to get out and walk around, I was greeted by a large, really good looking female – walking
up to hug me … as soon as our arms linked, one of hers dropped down to squeeze my bottom – at the
same time pressing her body against my Double D – boobs, than slowly moving her body back and
forth –

I wasn’t sure what she was doing that was different, but for some reason, the way it was happening
had me somewhat confused, definitely becoming excited. She added some kissing, an act not often
shared between the primates – they kiss our bodies, but usually not in a passionate way. I was being
excited now.

Hearing Jess whimper told me both of us were in trouble – this group had the ability to seduce us,
something we’d never faced before. Suddenly I realized my shirt had been undone, two additional
females took advantage of each breast – both nipples began to throb – the next thing surprised me
even more .. my work shorts are closed with a button – somehow they had learned how to undo it ….
As they were pulled down my legs – at least two additional females attacked me – one specifically
working on my back door – an area I have never been played with – just as a single digit was eased
up inside that area, a mouth with the most talented tongue I’ve ever experienced started to explore
the sensitive area between my legs. I keep that area shaved bald, so the excitement comes quicker –
the area more easily excited …. How they had ever learned to seduce as a team was unheard of
previously.

Being stripped completely, the group eased me to the soft grass, now being completely nude and
totally under their control …. That was when the one who made contact with me first, showed me a
yellowish/greenish root looking item – shiny with obviously a gel like substance – I knew what I
suspected it was… she used it to circle the lips of my pussy – the effects were instantaneous.. My
back arched, legs flew open – it felt like what I could have imagined a hundred Spanish-Fly might
feel like if it had been real – the need to cum to have some relief – hit me like a ton of bricks.

She kept it on the edge of me, just touching the outside, the drug this thing contained, was like
nothing I’d ever imagined. Jess was screaming and begging them to let her cum, in my heart I knew
they were doing the same to her that I was experiencing.

The way they were using my body, that damn drug being just sampled, had my whole body shaking,
writhing from side to side … knowing I’d do anything to have some relief – it was building and
building. Eventually my mind started to shut down, the sight started coming in and out of focus –
then the eyes rolled up in my head – everything was lost ….

At some point she pushed the whole thing inside me – causing me to gasp, legs shooting wide open,
a scream like I’ve never heard from myself – totally unexpected my body exploded over and over – a
steady stream of gushing liquid flowing between my legs – all of the little ones that had been
working on me, were there to drink, lick and swallow all I had to give.



Laying on my back, I could feel that strange root like object was now dissolving inside me, being
absorbed by my body – I felt like I had been plunged into a hypnotic state, eyes wide open, but not
really focusing on anything –

A big male picked me up easily carrying me to some unknown place then deep inside a cave like
area, placing me on my back on some soft moss … I could hear water running close by, then. Chesley
was the first to come into view – it was good to see her, but it was also obvious she was indeed very
pregnant. I could also see Jess, who was just a short distance from me, as well as two native girls,
who were also pregnant but not reported as missing or connected to our two ladies.

She cleared up a lot of questions we had, first when they both had enjoyed the strange root that we
had just experienced – it wasn’t long before they knew both were pregnant. As soon as the drugged
root was introduced, both of them were kept in the village, but Irene escaped going for help – that’s
when they took the three of us inside this area to watch over us until we gave birth.

Jess had finally joined us in the conversation – we were also told one more session with the mystical
plant was in line for us, then the big males would come in for a few days. My companion laid her
head on my lap, looking at all of us, “I doubt the birth control shots we were given are going to be
much use for us, but who knows – the way I am feeling right now, a good month or more fucking
might not be bad”

That brought a burst of laughter to all of us – it also brought in a bunch of females we went to work
on Jess and me. It only took moments for me to be erotically flying from their touching, licking,
pulling on my nipples – digits pushed up inside my back door area, while the lips between my legs
were being teased and massaged, causing me to start humping the air, my whole body writhing from
the sexual arousal once again they were doing to me.

How long they kept me in this state, was totally lost, all I know is I needed to cum, when I saw the
terrible root, slowly being rubbed around the entrance to my sex area, just like before I felt the
instant spike in the need for some release – begging them not to push it into me, either they couldn’t
understand or they just didn’t care – the tip kept circling my opening, my body literally bouncing off
the surface – Suddenly the entire length was pushed all the way in – my body arched, I screamed and
exploded – wave after wave of climaxes washed over me .. ..

Like before, the group was between my legs enjoying what they had created – this one took longer to
be absorbed into my body – there was nothing I could do, rolling on my side, a restless sleep
overtook me … it was obvious what was coming and I was more than worried – what if they couldn’t
get me pregnant – what if they did – what would happen to me … was I doomed to be in here
becoming pregnant over and over? So many questions, no real answers.

The next morning I woke late, my body felt so different – lightly rubbing between my legs made me
moan – several females helped me wash off in the stream – there were lots of fruits to snack on –
plenty of water – then the females moved to the three that were already pregnant, that’s when I saw
the big males come in – they were nothing like the males we had in our troop – these were bigger,
theri cocks swung freely closer to the size of a small horse instead of the normal primate. The closer
they got to me a strange funny feeling was building between my legs – Jess let out a whimper, then
in a whisper, “OMG Nikki they are going to fuck us with those monsters – we’ll never be the same”

One walked up close to me, for some reason I knew exactly what he wanted, reaching out, taking
hold of that monster rod, stroking it, then licking the underside, caused him to howl – I licked the
head, more howling – his two hands taking hold of my head .. keeping it there- trying to force more
of him in my mouth than I could take – I’d given more than my share of monkey blowjobs, so I knew



exactly where his sensitive spots were – making sure I touched or licked each one – he was literally
jumping when suddenly he slapped my face, rolled me onto all fours, stepped in behind me and
plunged that monster deep in my pussy.

The pain should have been unbearable but he slipped in as easy as if he’d been fucking me for years
– the root must have loosened me up – Grabbing my hips, the steady pounding started – I could hear
my lover give out a low sexual moan … I figured she had just experienced the massive cocks these
guys have,

I’ve watched our group mate – it can take 5 to 10 minutes, since they are so sexual – but after what
seemed like a good half hour, he was still exciting the insides of me …. Somehow the root that had
been pushed in me, had made the entire canal super sensitive to the point that every time me
pushed in, the head excited me to the point it felt like tiny waves of excitement was being triggered –
consequently it felt like I was enjoying continual explosions, although small still steady – when he
finally buried deep in me and began to empty a huge load – it was much warmer than I could ever
have imagined – the heat triggered a massive explosion feeling like it was touching every cell in me
… to my surprise, he pulled out as soon as he had finished filling me … then a second one jumped in,
driving his pole as deep maybe deeper than the first one, – the pumping started immediately – not
giving me anytime to recover from the explosion my body had just gone through.

I have to admit I wasn’t ready to completely enjoy what was happening to me, my body was too
exhausted to enjoy this – however when he emptied his load in me, I did have a small explosion from
the heat of his seed – when he pulled out, a third one slipped in – this time the pounding was only
moving my body, no real feeling – my body in a daze, even when he emptied his load, it was just a
warm feeling that felt wonderful.

A female pushed something inside my pussy, I assume to keep as much of the seed as possible – then
food and drink were made available.

Later on that day, Jess and I were barely able to raise our heads, when the whole process started
again – this time I was put over a log, so I could remain in position – this gave me a direct line of
sight to my friend and the other two pregnants ladies – them along with several troop females were
arousing each other while they watched us being fucked – it was like a porn show where everyone in
the audience is turned on –

However this time was so different – as soon as he entered me, my body responded, pushing back to
him, widening my legs, trying to get him in deeper … my arousal was like nothing I’d ever felt before
– I needed him in me, needed him to fuck me over and over …. Screaming out I needed him to go
faster, harder and deeper … As soon as one was finished emptying in me, my own orgasm just barely
settling down, I was looking for the next one to be in me – this time it took five in a row to somewhat
satisfy me –

After three days of almost non stop fucking, early that next morning an older female came in with a
leaf, indicating I was to empty my morning pee in the leaf – she tasted it … shook her head,
screamed something – a few larger females brought in a larger root, all soaked with the familiar
honey  look,  ,plunging  it  deep  inside  me,  my  body  exploded  causing  me  to  go  into  continual
convulsions for a few hours – Jess had been exposed to the same treatment – looking at her, “It looks
like the birth control is working – wonder how long it can withstand that damn root thing?”

That day we both rested, allowing the drugs to take effect of hopefully making us fertile to received
the males seed – the next morning started by me dropping to all fours as soon as a male walked in,
no pre-sex warm up – he slapped my ass, plunged that delicious monster deep in me … my head



dropped down and a low whimper escaped me – his load exploded my body just like it always was
doing – the second and third one were equally welcomed as my pussy matched their explosion – this
time two more mounted me — my response was less than it had been with the first three. Late that
afternoon five more enjoyed what my body was offering – that’s when I also noticed the females who
were watching had cum everywhere –  all  over  their  legs,  their  faces  covered with  the sticky
substance – Chesley had it all over her shoulders and down her tits –

The next four days were as usual, lots and lots of fucking – the fifth brought in the old one with a
large elephant leaf – this time I pissed in the leaf, she tasted it … let out a blood curtling scream – it
was confirmed I was pregnant with a bonobo baby. Jess’ scream matched mine, our birth control
shots had only been so powerful, apparently against this strange root – the monkeys won out.

The two native girls and Chelsea all gave birth to one female and two males – they were beautiful – a
cross between the two species – Jess and I followed a few months later – mine was a little girl, she
looked a lot like my dad had once looked – when she’d nurse, I loved the way it made me feel – they
grow up very fast, so in a few months all were enjoying being with the other little ones born – Jess
had a boy and like the previous boys had a much larger penis than a normal little guy.

We figured the cave had hidden our tacking device – so when the ones were all playing together and
we were no longer nursing – we left the cave to move our vehicle to the cabin, get dressed so we
looked normal when they found us –

Susan was the one who came roaring into our campsite – jumping out of her vehicle, “Where the hell
have you two been? We’ve been trying to locate you … OMG it is good to see you’re OK, did you find
Chelsey? Is she OK, where is she?”

It took us a few minutes to calm her down, telling her we did find Chesley along with a couple of
captive native girls – they were pregnant – then we leveled her worst fear, telling her that we’d been
knocked up as well – the children are all living in the village there are five of them so far – but we
plan on going back to have a second one – that will give the troop 10 mixed little ones.

Her obvious question was how we all got kidnapped by a bunch of small miniature monkeys – the
only way to have her fully understand was to show her the group and let her see for herself.

The three of us drove back to the main area, not too far from the caves – Chelsey was totally nude,
along with the two local ladies, also nude – Susan got out of the back, started towards Chelsey, when
the same large female who seduced me, greeted her, a big hug, a passionate kiss, her body rubbing
our supervisors boobs, while a free hand moved between her legs, apply just the perfect amount of
pressure to have her eyes roll up in her head –

Jess and I took a seat not far away, while a couple of females joined us ,slipping off our shirts so they
had easy access to our boobies – I just loved how skilled this group was. Poor Susan had no idea
what was happening to her, we laughed when her shirt was not only opened but removed, the safari
shorts were next to drop off – a hand between her legs had her cry out in what could only be
described as a cry from pure ecstasy … I loved it when she started to enjoy the first contact with the
strange root.

Our eyes locked … it was obvious she was trying to figure out what was happening – all I could do
was smile – she had no way of knowing the pleasure that was coming her way.

As soon as we could Jess,  the local  girls  Chesley as well  as myself  were getting ready to be
impregnated again – while that was taking place and Susan was already in that condition, wondering
why we hadn’t  suggested she join us sooner … the troop had strict  guidelines after we were



pregnant, no fucking of any kind until the birth takes place, how ever while being fucked, I taught
the younger males how enjoyable it was to have me give them a blowjob while the older ones were
fucking me – then how much fun fucking me in the ass while I was pregnant could be.

We’re all knocked up now, when we give birth there will be 11 mixed young ones in the group – all
we need is to have Susan contact her all female staff – then the new species will really be growing …
I do love being a sex toy to the bonobos.


